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#Abstract

The network analysis of biological data has increased in recent years, due to the capacity of this approach
to analyze and represent complex information in a simple way, information that nowadays is growing and
that covers different levels of biological resolution (protein-protein interaction, signaling interaction networks,
gene regulatory network, among others). Currently, one of the most used and informative representations of
biological data are co-expression networks. In this approach a network is created based on data obtained
from experimental expression measures, taking into account the existence of particular patterns or relations
between expression profiles among different genes, proteins or RNA fragments involved in a specific phenotype.
Hereby, we introduce coexnet, a new R package for the creation of undirected co-expression networks from
microarray data, obtained from GEO Datasets database. This package contains all the necessary functions
that pipe the analysis process from the download of microarray datasets, going through the normalization
and filtering of genes and experiments, to the creation of the co-expression network using state of the art
correlation measures and statistical analysis. The package coexnet includes some new functions that allow
connecting and using functions from other CRAN and Bioconductor packages for the analysis of genomic
data.

#Workflow

##getInfo

All microarray raw data associated to the same study are stored in a CEL file, this type of file contains the
GSM files, each one corresponding to one sample of a gene expression study. The user can also obtain each
GSM file individually, but it is preferable to obtain all the samples at once as they come in the CEL file,
in order to avoid the work of joining each GSM. Additionally having all GSM files at once will allow to
perform a simultaneous data analysis (in a future normalization process, for example). Furthermore, all the
microarray chips are documented in the GEO Datasets database. Each of them is identified with the letters
GPL adding a unique number. The information in the GPL file is then linked to the information of each
probeset in the microarray chip, including the gene, function, type and other information. This information
is very useful to enrich the analysis of expression data.

This function will create, in your current path, a folder with the GSE (unique number) name where the
GSM downloaded files will be stored. It also will create the GPL (unique number) .soft file that contains the
microarray chip information.
library(coexnet)

## Setting options('download.file.method.GEOquery'='auto')

## Setting options('GEOquery.inmemory.gpl'=FALSE)
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# Downloading the microarray raw data from GSE8216 study
# The accession number of the microarray chip related with this study is GPL2025

getInfo(GSE = "GSE8216", GPL = "GPL2025",directory = ".")

# Shows the actual path file with the folder, its GSE number and the .soft file

dir()

Take into account

In some cases the information in the GPL file is partial, so take this into account if you are willing to run
future analysis over the same data, so it is recomended not to store the files in a temporal folder, given that
in many cases you will need the raw data to re-process the expression values using, for example, different
methods.

##getAffy

The AffyBatch object is used to process and analyse microarray expression data. The AffyBatch object stores
information about the date in which each one of the samples were scanned, as well as the information related
with the phenotype, the raw expression values to each probe in the microarray chip and the kind of library to
read the expression data among others.

You can use the AffyBatch object in many different packages mainly in the affy package, additionally you can
modify the AffyBatch object if you consider it necessary.

This function searches in your current or designated path file the folder with the GSE accession number and
reads the filelist.txt file that contains the name of each GSM sample, in order to recognize them and join
them in an unified AffyBatch object.
# Reading some GSM samples from GSE4773 study, the folder with the
# GSM files are called GSE1234.

affy <- getAffy(GSE = "GSE1234",directory = system.file("extdata",package = "coexnet"))
affy

Take into account

In some cases the AffyBatch object doesn’t have all the necessary information, and a warning message appears
when you visualize the variable containing the AffyBatch object. Nevertheless, you can manually edit the
AffyBatch afterwards to complete all the requiered information. If you try to process the AffyBatch in some
of the packages that use this kind object with missing information, you will get an error message.
# The variable affy doesn't have the CDF (Chip Definition File) information.
# You can include this information modifying the AffyBatch object afterwards.

affy@cdfName <- "HG-U133_Plus_2"

##geneSymbol

In most cases, the idea behind creating a co-expression network is to visualize the relationships among diferent
genes, proteins, specific DNA or RNA fragments or any other kind of molecular entities, that are identified by
a specific ID. For this reason, it is very useful to keep the information of the corresponding ID corresponding
to each one of the probesets in the microarray. This kind of information will be used when you need to switch
from a matrix of probeset-samples to one of genes (or another ID)-samples before the construction of the
co-expression network.

The .soft file, downloaded from GEO Datasets database using the GPL identifier has the information to
create a table with the relationship between a probeset and one “molecular ID”, in this table one ID can
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be related to two or more probesets, the process of mapping the expression value to a gene ID is called
summarization (see below).

This function searches, in the current or the designated path file, the .soft file and creates a data frame,
where the first column contains each of the probeset names and the second one contains the corresponding
ID (gene symbol, protein name or another identifier). This matching information is needed to summarize the
gene expression data. This step is only needed if microarray chip data is used.
# Create the table with the match between probesets and IDs.

gene_table <- geneSymbol(GPL = "GPL2025",directory = system.file("extdata",package = "coexnet"))

head(gene_table)

## probe ID
## 1 AFFX-BioB-3_at
## 2 AFFX-BioB-5_at
## 3 AFFX-BioB-M_at
## 4 AFFX-BioC-3_at
## 5 AFFX-BioC-5_at
## 6 AFFX-BioDn-3_at

Take into account

In some cases, the .soft file dosen’t have all the IDs that are related to each one of the microarray probesets,
you can ignore this probeset under the assumption that another probeset could have the same ID and this
second one has the respective annotation. On the other hand, one ID can have more than two names,
this function creates an ID with all the related names separated by “-”. This happens when a sequence of
nucleotides of a specific probeset matches the sequence of two or more genes. For example, in the microarray
chip GPL570, there exists a probeset whose sequence match with the genes CPZ and GPR78, so the final ID
will be CPZ-GPR78.
# The created table have NA and empty IDs information.
# We can delete this unuseful information.

# Deletion of IDs with NA information

gene_na <- na.omit(gene_table)

# Deletion of empty IDs

final_table <- gene_na[gene_na$ID != "",]

head(final_table)

## probe ID
## 118 Os.10.1.S1_s_at Os03g0669200
## 119 Os.10003.1.S1_at Os01g0235100
## 120 Os.10007.2.S1_a_at Os06g0256200
## 121 Os.10017.1.S1_at Os01g0556400
## 122 Os.10038.1.S1_s_at Os07g0153000
## 123 Os.10055.1.S1_at Os01g0231500

##exprMat

The raw expression data in a microarray experiment must be processed, in order to transform the original data
into an ideal way as to be analyzed and thus obtain high confidence results. The first step is the normalization
of the data, that consists in a background correction of the raw data followed by a normalization. The
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second one is the mapping of probeset to gene or any other ID to represent the molecular entity to analyze.
Additionally, there exists the posibility to make a second kind of background correction based on the batch of
samples scaned in a separate way due to the large number of samples and the limitation in the size of the
particular microarray chip used, this correction is known as Batch Effect Correction.

Different methods exist in order to normalize raw expression data from microrray experiments, each one of
this methodologies consider a particular way to generate a background correction, the process of normalization
and the mapping from probes to probesets. The difference between these methods consists on the underliying
mathematic assumptions used and the range of the normalized results, in some cases the expression data
have a wider range than anothers. In the same way, the process to transform the probeset-samples matrix in
a gene(or another ID)-sample matrix considers diferent methodologies, including the obtantion of the average
of the expression values of each of the probesets corresponding to the same gene or protein, the selection of
the maximum or minimum value, among others.

This function offers the possibility to choose among two different methods to normalize the raw expression
values, including the process of background correction and the mapping from probes to probeset. The first one
is rma (Robust Multi-Array Average), this method performs a background correction and normalization in
separate calculations (Irizarry, et al. 2003). The second one is vsn (Variance Stabilizing Normalization), this
method, contrary to rma, generates the background correction and the normalization in the same equation
(Huber, et al. 2002). This function also offers the option to perform Batch Effect Correction identifying the
samples belonging to the same batch using the scan date into the AffyBatch object.

Additionally, this method considers two ways to calculate the values in the process to map from probesets to
gene/ID. The first one is selecting the representative probeset to each of the genes, proteins or another kind
of ID. To do that, it calculates the average of each of the probesets associated with the same gene/ID, and
the probeset with the highest value in the average is selected. The second one is to obtain the median of
each of the samples to the probesets associated with the same gene/ID, getting only one expression value for
sample as the transformation of the normalized data.
# Loading gata

if (require(affydata)) {
data(Dilution)

}

# Loading table with probeset and gene/ID information

data("info")

# Calculating the expression matrix with rma

rma <- exprMat(affy = Dilution,genes = info,NormalizeMethod = "rma",
SummaryMethod = "median",BatchCorrect = FALSE)
head(rma)

Take into account

Consider that rma is a method in which the amplitude of the results are narrower than in vsn, take into
account this situation, in order to select the method to normalize the raw expresion values. In some cases the
vsn method takes into account every probe in the normalize process, so it could take time to process. In
some cases if you made a Batch Effect Correction, you will want to compare the results normalizing the raw
expression data without the Batch Effect Correction.

##cofVar

In some cases, the co-expression network is built from two or more microarrays studies, in this sense, it is
necessary to define wich one of these studies accounts for more source of background noise and will probably
have a negative impact on the results. One way to determine the most harmful studies is from a variation
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analysis. By this approach the study holding more variation among the normalized expression values can be
considered as the source of future background noise and then it is necessary not to consider the use of this
studies in the construction of the co-expression network.

The variation amongst the normalized expression values can be determined by the coefficient of variation
of each one of the genes in each one of the studies and thus generate a boxplot from these results. So, in a
graphical way it is possible to define the studies that will generate background noise by visual inspection of
the atypical information. On the other hand, it is also possible to define the number of atypical data and
determine the more variant studies using the boxplot and the number of atipic data defining a threshold
value, for example you can determine the studies with more of 10% of atypical data wont be used in the
construction of the co-expression network.

This function takes the normalized ID-sample matrix and calculates the median and the coefficient of variation
for each one of the IDs, this process must be applied in a study-by-study basis. Additionally, this function
allows to calculate the mean and the coefficient of variation to cases and control samples separately, using a
vector of 0s and 1s to identify the cases and control samples. This vector can be defined in the description of
each sample in the GEO Datasets database and it is necessary in the process of identification of the genes (or
another ID as proteins) that are differentially expressed (see bellow).
# Simulated expression data

n <- 200
m <- 20

# The vector with treatment samples and control samples

t <- c(rep(0,10),rep(1,10))

# Calculating the expression values normalized

mat <- as.matrix(rexp(n, rate = 1))
norm <- t(apply(mat, 1, function(nm) rnorm(m, mean=nm, sd=1)))

# Calculating the coefficient of variation to case samples

case <- cofVar(expData = norm,complete = FALSE,treatment = t,type = "case")
head(case)

## 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6
## 1 0.7263676 -0.1512804 1.1018154 0.9479333 -0.97959714 1.8907910 0.7112007
## 2 4.8735393 2.3507396 1.1189958 3.3407672 1.71936619 2.5269400 2.4857224
## 3 0.6844090 -0.6703959 1.7137951 0.7322060 1.20865226 0.8345237 1.3738795
## 4 1.4666394 0.3785277 0.2138834 -0.4425006 0.65325167 0.2375896 0.5520289
## 5 0.3208683 -0.1379731 2.3769060 -0.2879072 -0.07813539 -0.5511698 -0.5385188
## 6 0.5085030 0.6393522 0.4864346 0.3207875 0.90984688 0.8398100 0.4098984
## 1.7 1.8 1.9 mean cv
## 1 -0.4522870 0.1439988 0.02328886 0.3962231 2.1215347
## 2 1.0100816 2.1024468 0.34070454 2.1869303 0.5891543
## 3 -0.5304574 -0.5808823 0.21102138 0.4976751 1.7236178
## 4 -0.2686937 1.6465590 1.47777414 0.5915060 1.2336318
## 5 -1.3682527 -1.1241051 0.95176179 -0.0436526 -24.7164909
## 6 3.1389930 0.5552277 -0.82098122 0.6987872 1.4038016
# Creating the boxplot to coefficient of variation results

boxplot(case$cv)
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# Extracting the number of atipic data

length(boxplot.stats(case$cv)$out)

## [1] 44

Take into account

The decision of discarding a microarray study from our analysis, based on the result of the coefficient of
variation analysis, depends on the data and the criteria of the researcher to filter the studies (the selection of
a threshold value), there is no a Gold Standard to discard a study, so it is advisable to calculate the coefficient
of variation of all samples at the same time to compare and to determine which one shows more variation.
# Calculating the coefficient of variation to whole matrix

complete <- cofVar(norm)
head(complete)

## V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
## 1 0.5088472 0.05689261 1.46961567 -0.1533534 -0.4271494 1.4199207
## 2 0.8063445 2.71204396 3.09077647 1.4830567 1.3733225 2.3495938
## 3 0.6815243 0.80973288 -0.61636685 0.2004067 0.1319518 0.2322807
## 4 1.5688346 -1.04825915 0.01156884 0.1305637 -0.9238200 0.5971068
## 5 -0.1129655 0.31151243 -0.70509447 -0.1019228 0.8495932 0.4685595
## 6 2.7637570 0.13202869 0.69356219 -0.4665327 -0.1631452 -0.5107368
## V7 V8 V9 V10 V11 V12 V13
## 1 -0.4084601 -1.2183708 1.8248764 0.9329366 0.7263676 -0.1512804 1.1018154
## 2 1.0842812 0.8141579 0.7284122 -0.2394477 4.8735393 2.3507396 1.1189958
## 3 0.9956065 0.7096905 1.7378214 1.1560614 0.6844090 -0.6703959 1.7137951
## 4 -0.4399926 0.8873763 0.2889015 0.8468169 1.4666394 0.3785277 0.2138834
## 5 -0.4323846 -0.2577194 -0.4493840 2.4913327 0.3208683 -0.1379731 2.3769060
## 6 1.9928199 -0.2662423 1.7716718 1.1616212 0.5085030 0.6393522 0.4864346
## V14 V15 V16 V17 V18 V19
## 1 0.9479333 -0.97959714 1.8907910 0.7112007 -0.4522870 0.1439988
## 2 3.3407672 1.71936619 2.5269400 2.4857224 1.0100816 2.1024468
## 3 0.7322060 1.20865226 0.8345237 1.3738795 -0.5304574 -0.5808823
## 4 -0.4425006 0.65325167 0.2375896 0.5520289 -0.2686937 1.6465590
## 5 -0.2879072 -0.07813539 -0.5511698 -0.5385188 -1.3682527 -1.1241051
## 6 0.3207875 0.90984688 0.8398100 0.4098984 3.1389930 0.5552277
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## V20 mean cv
## 1 0.02328886 0.39839933 2.2488057
## 2 0.34070454 1.80359224 0.6645992
## 3 0.21102138 0.55077303 1.3494145
## 4 1.47777414 0.39170783 2.0111207
## 5 0.95176179 0.08125006 12.1724541
## 6 -0.82098122 0.70483379 1.4837476
# Creating the boxplot to coefficient of variation results

boxplot(complete$cv)
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# Extracting the number of atipic data

length(boxplot.stats(complete$cv)$out)

## [1] 36

##difExprs

When expression data of gene, proteins, or another kind of ID are used to build a co-expression network,
in most cases it is convenient to asses differences in the expression value of each of them. A differential
expression analysis will allow us to identify the genes/IDs that are over-expressed or under-expressed with
respect the whole data set and thus to establish the possible molecular components that are associated
directly or indirectly with the onset and/or development of a certain phenotype and use them to create the
co-expression network.

There are several methodologies to identify differentially expressed genes/IDs, some methods are more
predictive than others, so depending of the method, it is possible obtain genes/IDs that clearly differentiate
from others in their expression values or it is also possible to obtain genes/IDs whose expression value
are slightly different from others, but that given the criteria of the method used, they are considered as
differentialy expressed. In both cases it is possible to have genes/IDs that are identified as differentialy
expressed by error and it is necessary to consider a measure of this error. One common measure of error
is the False Discover Rate or FDR, this metric describes the probability of one gene/ID being selected as
differentially expressed by error.

This function considers two ways to calculate the differentially expressed genes/IDs. It is possible to carry out
a predictive methodology that obtains the majority of genes or IDs considered as differentially expressed, in
this case the sam method is used. This method basically uses a difference of means to calculate the genes/IDs
that are over-expressed or under-expressed using a permutation process to test the results and prove that the
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genes/IDs selected where not randomly selecte. Through these permutations the FDR value is calculated
(Tusher, et al. 2001). This function can also use the acde method to calculate and obtain the genes/IDs that
are differentially expressed in a less predictive way. This method consists, essentially, on the application of
the main components to characterize the genes differentially expressed by calculating the FDR using multiple
hypothesis tests according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) (Acosta & López-Kleine, 2015).
# Creating a matrix with 200 genes and 20 samples

n <- 200
m <- 20

# The vector with treatment samples and control samples

t <- c(rep(0,10),rep(1,10))

# Calculating the expression values normalized

mat <- as.matrix(rexp(n, rate = 1))
norm <- t(apply(mat, 1, function(nm) rnorm(m, mean=nm, sd=1)))

# Running the function using the two approaches

sam <- difExprs(expData = norm,treatment = t,fdr = 0.2,DifferentialMethod = "sam")
head(sam)

Take into account

This function identifies the genes/IDs differentially expressed taking into account the expected FDR, so
independently of the method used (sam or acde), the number of genes/IDs identified as differentially expressed
will be guided by the FDR expected by the user, thus increasing the predictive power in the final results.

##findThreshold

Once you have the final expression matrix, it is used as basis to obtain the co-expression network. There are
two methods widely used to obtain it, both of them are related to the definition of correlation value between
all the genes/IDs creating a square matrix. On one hand you can calculate the Pearson Correlation Coefficient,
this method calculates the correlation between each genes/IDs expression values, as result, the square matrix
will have values between zero and one, given that for the future construction of the co-expression network it
is necessary to use the absolute value of the results. On the other hand, the Mutual Information approach is
based on the entropy of the data and in a simmilar manner a square matrix is created, but, in this case, it
is necessary to perform an additional transformation of the results in order to obtain a square matrix with
values between zero and one.

Obtaining a square matrix with a range of values between zero and one is necessary in order to perform a
future transformation of this correlation matrix into an adjacency matrix (see bellow). Additionally, it is also
necessary to work on this range of values because a threshold value must be defined in order to establish the
final relationships between the genes/IDs. In order to achieve this, a value between zero and one is defined
and the values of correlation below a threshold will indicate the no-existance of a real correlation among them,
allowing us to finally obtain the relationships between the genes/IDs expressed as co-expression network.

This function computes a threshold value using a novel method based on two Biological Systems approaches.
First, each possible threshold value, from 0.01 to 0.99 with an increase of 0.01 is examined. Each of this values
is then analyzed using the Pearson Correlation Coefficient. Thus the Clustering Coefficient is calculated for
the created network using the current threshold value under test, this is performed for each value. Thereafter,
a new artificial Clustering Coefficient is calculated to simulate a random network, created using the same
threshold value. Then, the difference between the two Clustering Coefficient values is calculated, and the
result that meets the criteria of Elo, et al (2008), is used for next analysis. Finally, the remaining threshold
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values are analyzed using the Degree Distribution under normal distribution, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test, expecting that the resulting p-value rejects the distribution, as a result of the assumption that the
biological networks do not have a normal distribution when the Degree Distribution is analyzed. Finally, the
minimum threshold value that satisfies this two criteria will be selected as the final threshold value for the
construction of the co-expression network (Leal, et al. 2014).
# Loading data

pathfile <- system.file("extdata","expression_example.txt",package = "coexnet")
data <- read.table(pathfile,stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

# Finding threshold value

cor_pearson <- findThreshold(expData = data,method = "correlation")
cor_pearson

Take into account

Mutual Information is used, in most cases, when you need to analyze a huge amount of expression data,
for example, when the study was designed to use a lot of samples and you must process all information
simultaneously. In most cases, the threshold value is selected by the researcher without any biological
assumption. Here, we present this novel methodology to select a threshold value under a network biology
assumption.

##createNet

The last step in the construction of a co-expression network is the creation of a data structure that stores the
information necessary to create a network graph. Once you had defined a threshold value, the last step is
to transform the expression matrix in a adjacency matrix using the correlation or the mutual information
method to obtain the values of relationship between the diferent genes or proteins (or another kind of ID).

The process to go from an expression matrix to a network graph consists on two steps. The first one is
the building of a correlation matrix, to do that is necessary to apply one of two methods to calculate the
relationship among the genes/ID (Pearson correlation or mutual information, see above) (López-Kleine, et al.
2013). The second one is the transformation from a expression matrix to adjacency matrix, for which it is
necessary to apply a threshold value. Every correlation value inside the matrix that is less than the threshold
will be replaced by zero, while all remaining values will be replaced by one. Additionally, the diagonal in the
square matrix will be replaced with zero to avoid loops in the co-expression network.

Finally, based on the adjacency matrix, a list is created, where connected gene/IDs are separated by a space.
For example if gene A and gene B, have a value of one in the adjacency matrix, then in the final edge list
they will be shown as:

gene A – gene B

This way every genes/IDs are connected in the final co-expression network.

This function takes the expression matrix and creates the correlation matrix using Pearson Correlation
Coefficient or Mutual Informtion. After that, it creates the adjacency matrix using the threshold value given
by the user and finally creates the network from the adjacency matrix as an igraph object to be analyzed
using the igraph R package or any other tool that recognizes this type of object.
# Loading data

pathfile <- system.file("extdata","expression_example.txt",package = "coexnet")
data <- read.table(pathfile,stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

# Building the network
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cor_pearson <- createNet(expData = data,threshold = 0.7,method = "correlation")
plot(cor_pearson)
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Take into account

In the process of construction of the adjacency matrix, sometimes a gene/ID can not be related to another
one and in the process passing from a matrix to an edge list, this gene/ID will be deleted. Additionally, the
network in the igraph object can be exported as an edge list using the igraph package to be visualized in
another tool such as Cytoscape or Gephi.

##ppiNet

In many cases, it is necessary to consider additional information to have a more robust analysis. Protein-
protein interaction (PPI) is the most used additional information to support the relationships detected by the
co-expression network. One way to relate the protein-protein interaction information with the co-expression
data is by building a PPI prediction network. To create this kind of networks, it is useful to start with the
list of genes obtained from the differential expression analysis results (see above). From this list of genes, the
network will be created based on different pieces of evidence like experimental data and the distances of the
genes inside in the genome, among others.

This function, creates a PPI network from a vector of genes IDs or another type of commonly used identifier
to be recognized by the STRING database. STRING contains information on protein-protein interaction from
many species and supports the relationships between proteins with different types of pieces of evidence like
experimental data, co-occurrence of the proteins among related species, text mining, among others. Inside
STRING database, each relationship between proteins is supported using the information in KEGG database,
a widely used and curated database of information on metabolic pathways. Finally, this function returns the
PPI network as an igraph object to be analyzed in the same way as a co-expression network.
# Creating a vector with identifiers

ID <- c("FN1","HAMP","ILK","MIF","NME1","PROCR","RAC1","RBBP7",
"TMEM176A","TUBG1","UBC","VKORC1")

# Creating the PPI network

ppi <- ppiNet(molecularIDs = ID,evidence = c("neighborhood","coexpression","experiments"))
plot(ppi)

# Creating a PPI network from external data

ppi <- ppiNet(file = system.file("extdata","ppi.txt",package = "coexnet"))
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plot(ppi)
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Take into account

It is key that all IDs used are those identifiers used in main bioinformatics databases (such as UNIPROT,
GeneBank, ENA or KEGG), in order to be efficiently mapped by STRING. Additionally, this database uses
its own IDs to recognize the species of interest, in this case, by default, the function has the ID “9606” which
corresponds to the human species, for additional information about species IDs, visit the database website
(http://string-db.org/).

##CCP

The Common Connection Pattern (CCP), is a new methodological proposal to identify molecular components
linked together and common in several biological networks. The principal assumption behind Common
Connection Pattern is that the networks to be compared must have the same molecular information from,
i.e., must compare one layer of molecular abstraction at the same time, for example, co-expression layer,
protein-protein layer, the gene regulation layer, among others.

In general, the comparison of biological networks is made to determine common elements or biomarkers
among several related phenotypes. In this case, the Common Connection Patterns aims to identify common
molecular elements between these phenotypes that are associated also with each other in a specific way. For
this, the intersection between biological networks is calculated whose result can have two kinds of elements.
On the one hand, the shared nodes without any connection with other nodes in the intersection network.
On the other hand, nodes connected to one or more nodes in the intersection network. Each connected
component in the intersection will be considered as a Common Connection Pattern.

This function obtains the Common Connection Patterns making two steps. In the first one, it generates the
intersection of the networks given in the input as graph objects. In the second one, it identifies the solitary
nodes in the intersection network and then they are removed to leave the connected components only. Finally,
the function returns all the Common Connection Patterns in one graph object.
# Loading data

data("net1")
data("net2")

# Obtaining Common Connection Patterns

ccp <- CCP(net1,net2)
plot(ccp)
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Take into account

Although the idea is to compare biological networks from the same nature and created to study related
phenotypes, the function can have results, when it compares any kind network. Additionally, is possible not
find Common Connection Patterns when two or more networks are compared, but, is possible to find shared
solitary nodes between them.

##sharedComponents

Solitary nodes obtained when two or more biological networks are compared also have relevant information
associated because these nodes are molecular components implicated in more than two phenotypes. This is
especially true if the filter used to include genes was that of the differential expression. The reason behind
obtaining solitary nodes may be that there is not enough information to relate them with another component
in the network or that the node has a relationship in another layer of the network (protein-protein interaction
layer, genetic regulation layer, SNP layer, etc).

Thus, obtaining these solitary nodes can enrich the comparisons made between generated networks from
the same type of molecular information and also seeks to find common elements among related phenotypes
such as the Common Connection Patterns (see above). Additionally, it is possible to find none Common
Connection Patterns between networks but only common elements.

This function obtains the shared components between two or more biological networks in two steps. During
the first one, it gets the intersection from the networks in the input as igraph objects. During the second one,
it extracts the solitary nodes present in the resulting intersected network . Finally, the result is a vector with
the names of each solitary node. On the other hand, the nodes connected in the intersection network won’t
be taken into account because they are considered as being part of some Common Connection Pattern (see
above).
# Loading data

data("net1")
data("net2")

# Obtain shared components

share <- sharedComponents(net1,net2)
share

## [1] "P" "X" "O" "Y"

Take into account

The assumption behind the solitary nodes in the intersection network as molecular elements associated
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with related phenotypes is that all the networks were created using the same molecular information (gene
co-expression, protein-protein interaction, TF site or any other) although this function is also able to find
shared components between any biological network types.
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